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Humidity-gated, temperature-responsive photonic infrared reflective broadband coatings†

Ellen P. A. van Heeswijk, Joey J. H. Kloos, Nadia Grossiord and Albertus P. H. J. Schenning

The fabrication of temperature responsive photonic polymers remains a challenge. Here, we report the fabrication of humidity-gated temperature-responsive infrared reflective photonic coatings using an easy-to-process bar-coating technique. At high humidity the hydroscopic cholesteric liquid crystalline polymer is able to absorb water vapour from the air causing swelling of the photonic coating. By increasing the temperature, water is desorbed from the coating, resulting in a reversible 420 nm shift of the photonic reflection band. In particular, it is shown that temperature-responsive single-layered broadband IR reflective coatings, prepared by creation of a pitch gradient of the cholesteric liquid crystals, might be suitable for smart window applications in high relative humidity environments such as greenhouses.

Introduction

Stimuli-responsive photonic materials which are able to change their reflection colour as a function of external stimuli, such as light, temperature and water, are currently receiving a lot of attention. These materials are appealing for a variety of applications such as sensors, security and energy saving. In the latter case, since IR light from the sun is responsible for heating up buildings, automobiles and greenhouses, photonic materials could be used as temperature responsive infrared (IR) reflective coatings for windows for energy efficient indoor heat control. For energy efficient windows, a response towards temperature is desired, enabling reflection of heat during warmer periods and transmission of heat (IR) during cooler periods. To avoid interference with visible light, the reflection band should be able to shift to longer wavelengths upon cooling allowing the highest intensity IR light from the sun (from around 800–1200 nm) to transmit through the window and contribute to passive heating. Temperature responsive materials switching between transparent and scattering or absorbing states, such as hydrogels, phase changing materials or polymer composite coatings have been developed for temperature responsive smart window applications. Also static IR reflecting coatings have been studied intensively. However, the fabrication of temperature responsive photonic polymer coatings focusing on reflection of IR light remains a challenge.

Cholesteric liquid crystals (Ch-LC) are a well-known class of stimuli-responsive photonic materials able to reflect light. The helical molecular organization in these materials acts similarly to Bragg reflectors. Ch-LC are often used for temperature-responsive polymer stabilized systems inside cells or as irreversible time-temperature integrators. A coating of a non-crosslinked, oligomeric Ch-LC mixture was recently developed showing a shift of the narrow IR-reflection band to shorter wavelengths upon increasing the temperature. However, due to non-crosslinked nature of the coating, reaching temperatures lower than 16 °C, resulted in the reflectivity being irreversibly lost. Cross-linked thermochromic photonic systems based on hydrogels have been reported: upon heating or cooling of the surrounding water, reflection bands are able to shift in the visible light range.

We now report on hygroscopic cholesteric liquid crystalline crosslinked IR reflective coatings which display a humidity-gated temperature-response. These photonic materials show a shift of the IR reflection band to longer wavelengths upon cooling in atmospheres above 45% relative humidity (RH), and the working mechanism is elucidated. Moreover, broadband reflecting coatings are prepared showing similar shifts. These coatings can be easily processed by bar coating techniques on flexible polycarbonate (PC) films. Due to the low density, toughness, flexibility, heat resistance, and high impact strength, plastics such as PC are desirable materials for...
applications in windows and roofs in automotive or building and construction markets. Our temperature responsive broadband reflecting coatings will be highly interesting for autonomous temperature regulation in greenhouses and tropical environments.

Materials and methods

LEXAN™ 8040T PC films and a benzophenone-PC copolymer (XPC) films were kindly provided by SABIC IP. Liquid crystalline monomers 1, 3 and 4, depicted in Fig. 1, were purchased from Merck. The chiral dopant 2 was obtained from BASF, benzoic acid derivatives 6 and 7 were prepared by Synthon, the photo-initiator benzophenone (BP), dye 5 and potassium hydroxide (KOH) pellets were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and the surfactant 8 was purchased from BOC Sciences. All solvents were obtained from Biosolve and used without further purification.

Two cholesteric mixtures were used in which the overall crosslink density was kept constant. Ch-LC mixture I was used to prepare the coatings with a narrow reflection band (that is, no pitch gradient was formed). Ch-LC mixture II was used to prepare the coatings with the widened reflection band (a pitch gradient was formed). Ch-LC mixture I: 37.7 wt% 1, 2.5 wt% 2, 14.9 wt% 3, 21.7 wt% 6, 21.7 wt% 7 and 1.5 wt% BP. Ch-LC mixture II: 14.7 wt% 1, 15.6 wt% 3, 27.1 wt% 4, 1.2 wt% 5, 20.4 wt% 6, 20.4 wt% 7, 0.6 wt% 8.

Fabrication of the broadband IR reflective Ch-LC coating

Fig. 1 The chemicals used for the preparation of the Ch-LC polymer networks.

Approximately 30 cm² LEXAN™ 8040T PC film was wetted at 40 °C by 0.5 ml primer solution of 10 wt% BP and 90 wt% ethanol. The ethanol was allowed to evaporate for 15 minutes. Ch-LC mixture I was applied on the pre-treated substrate with a bar-coat applicator having a gap height of 30 μm at room temperature (RT) and cured through the substrate at RT for 5 minutes using UV-light with an intensity of 30 mW cm⁻² in the range between 320 and 390 nm. Afterwards, the fully polymerized Ch-LC coating was submerged in a 1 M KOH solution for approximately 30 minutes, rinsed with water and then dried by heating the coating to 70 °C for several minutes.

Characterization

Initially a narrowband hygroscopic Ch-LC coating was prepared to analyse the thermochromic behaviour of the coating. To avoid delamination between the plastic substrate and Ch-LC coating, polycarbonate films were pre-treated with BP as described earlier. The BP type II photo-initiator creates radicals at the substrate interface by hydrogen abstraction, enabling grafting of the acrylate monomers from the substrate. Subsequently, Ch-LC mixture I was coated on the pre-treated polycarbonate using an easy-to-process bar-coating technique (Fig. 2A). Using this approach, the necessary cholesteric alignment of the liquid crystals was generated by shear forces, excluding the need for additional alignment layers. In order to prepare a hygroscopic polymer, the cured coating was soaked in a potassium hydroxide

Results and discussion

Fabrication of the narrowband IR reflective Ch-LC coating

Initially a narrowband hygroscopic Ch-LC coating was prepared to analyse the thermochromic behaviour of the coating. To avoid delamination between the plastic substrate and Ch-LC coating, polycarbonate films were pre-treated with BP as described earlier. The BP type II photo-initiator creates radicals at the substrate interface by hydrogen abstraction, enabling grafting of the acrylate monomers from the substrate. Subsequently, Ch-LC mixture I was coated on the pre-treated polycarbonate using an easy-to-process bar-coating technique (Fig. 2A). Using this approach, the necessary cholesteric alignment of the liquid crystals was generated by shear forces, excluding the need for additional alignment layers. In order to prepare a hygroscopic polymer, the cured coating was soaked in a potassium hydroxide
(KOH) solution to disrupt the hydrogen bonds formed between 6 and/or 7, creating a polymer potassium salt coating able to absorb water (Fig. 2B). FTIR spectra reveals the disruption of the hydrogen bonds (Fig. S1†). Due to the pre-treatment with BP, no delamination between the coating and the polycarbonate substrate was observed during submersion of the coating in the alkaline solution. The absorption of water caused the photonic layers to swell, resulting in an approximately 400 nm red shift of the reflected wavelength. Conversely, drying of the coating induced a blue shift of the Ch-LC reflection band, returning to its original wavelength at 1050 nm.

Humidity-gated temperature-responsive narrowband reflector

To analyse the thermochromic behaviour of the coating, transmission spectra at various temperatures between 70 to –2 °C at 75% RH were first taken. By decreasing the temperature of the coating from 30 to –2 °C a reversible red shift of 400 nm from 1150 to 1550 nm was obtained (Fig. 3A). Due to cooling of the coating, locally the dew point of water vapour in air was reached at 16 °C according to the extended Magnus equation (eqn (S1), Fig. S2†). Below this dew point temperature, the absorption rate of water into the hygroscopic coating was increased, owing to condensation of the water vapour from the air. This was evidenced by the drastic increase of the slope of the reflection band shift curve near and below the dew point temperature, approximately between 5 °C and 15 °C (Fig. 3B). Upon heating, water was evaporated from the coating, causing the photonic layers to de-swell and the reflection band to return to its original colour.

To ensure complete removal of the water from the coating, the coating was heated to 70 °C after every cooling/heating cycle. However, as Fig. 3A shows, nearly all water was already removed after reaching a temperature of 30 °C since the peak present at 1950 nm, which corresponds to the water absorbance, disappears. To analyse whether the temperature-responsive band-shifting behaviour of the coating was solely caused by the absorbance of water, the area of the water absorbance peak was integrated and plotted as a function of the temperature to compare the measured water content with the central position of the reflection band (Fig. 3B). As suggested by the similarity of the trends of the two curves, the origin of the temperature response was primarily governed by water uptake of the hygroscopic coating. Only at low temperatures did the curves deviate significantly from each other. This deviation is most likely caused by the formation of a layer of water at the surface of the coating after saturation of the coating itself. This additional layer of water affects the transmission of the
IR light (at 1950 nm), but does not result in further swelling and thus shift of the reflection band.

To shed light on the influence of the RH on the thermochromic behaviour of the coating, the temperature response of the coating was investigated at different RHs (Fig. 4). Below 30% RH, no significant shift of the reflection band was observed. At 45% RH, a 137 nm shift of the reflection band was observed when cooling from 21 °C to −2 °C. Increasing the concentration of water vapour in the air resulted in an increase in the maximum shift of the reflection band and an increase of the temperature window within which the coating is responsive. At 60% RH, a 300 nm red shift was achieved between 70 °C to −2 °C and at 75% a maximum shift of 420 nm between 70 °C to −2 °C was achieved (*vide supra*). Transmission spectra of the coating at all temperatures and RH studied are included in the ESI (Fig. S3). This humidity-gated responsive behaviour showing a temperature response above 45% RH is most likely due to the decreased dew point at lower RH. For example, at 15% RH the dew point is calculated to be −7 °C (eqn (S1), Fig. S2†). Therefore, these temperature responsive coatings are especially interesting for heat reflecting windows in higher RH climates, such as greenhouses.14

**Fabrication of the broadband IR reflective Ch-LC coating**

To create a broader reflection band, a pitch gradient was created.15 By partial diffusion of the photo-initiator from the substrate-coating interface into the coating during photopolymerization, a concentration difference of radicals throughout the thickness of the coating should be created. Due to depletion-induced diffusion of the monomers, this...
inhomogeneity of radicals creates a difference in chiral dopant concentration, needed for broadband formation.\textsuperscript{26} During the diffusion process, faster reacting diacrylic monomers diffuse towards the areas with a higher polymerization rate due to increased local depletion of those monomers by polymerization, while slower reacting mono-acrylic monomers counter diffuse towards areas with a lower polymerization rate. To optimize the broadband formation, some changes were made during the fabrication process to aid monomer diffusion during photo-polymerization (i and ii) and improve adhesion of the coating to the substrate (iii), as described below.

(i) Since the acidic LCs 6 and 7 were still hydrogen-bonded during the polymerization reaction, their reactivity was comparable to that of a diacrylic monomer. In order to sufficiently differentiate between the reactivity of the various monomers, the diacrylic chiral dopant 2 was exchanged for a mono-acrylic chiral dopant 4, keeping the crosslink density constant by adjusting the mono-acrylic versus diacrylic ratio.

(ii) The ability to obtain a gradient in polymerization rate and a widened reflection band by partial diffusion of the photo-initiator BP from the substrate interface into the coating had previously been demonstrated.\textsuperscript{27} To establish enough time for diffusion of the monomers, the photo-curing intensity was lowered by a factor of 10, the initial concentration of BP applied during pre-treatment was lowered by a factor of 20 and no BP was present in the Ch-LC mixture. Moreover, dye 5 was added to enhance the light intensity gradient, amplifying the polymerization rate gradient.\textsuperscript{28} At the substrate interface, the concentration of radicals in the coating was high with respect to the air-interface. Therefore, the diacrylate 3 and the acidic LCs 6 and 7 could diffuse towards the substrate, leaving room for the mono-acrylic chiral dopant to counter diffuse towards the coating-air interface. Using this approach, a widened reflection band was created (Fig. S4†).

(iii) Lowering of the BP concentration was needed to ensure a low enough reaction rate so that the monomers were able to sufficiently diffuse prior to polymerization. However, adhesion between the coating and the substrate was compromised when the BP concentration in the primer solution was lowered to 0.5 wt%. To ensure sufficient adhesion of the coating to the substrate after base treatment, PC-benzophenone copolymer XPC was used as a substrate, which contained 10 mol% covalently bound non-diffusible BP groups.

After polymerization, similar to the procedure used to prepare the narrowband reflectors, the coating was soaked in an alkaline solution to disrupt the hydrogen bonds. Fig. 5A shows the transmission spectra of the 400 nm-broad reflection band of the Ch-LC coating after KOH treatment. In comparison with the bandwidth of the Ch-LC coating without a pitch gradient (Fig. 3A), the bandwidth had increased by a factor of 3.3. Fig. 5B and C show photographs of the coating covering the TU/e logo and the view through a window to the outside, respectively. The TU/e logo is clearly visible behind the coating showing excellent transmission of the broadband coating for visible light. Looking outside the window though the coating, haze (40% ± 3%, measured by UV-Vis) caused by forward scattering was observed. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of a coating cross-section (Fig. 5D) clearly shows a pitch gradient, with the largest pitches near the substrate interface as expected, due to the lower concentration of chiral dopant. In addition to the well-ordered cholesteric lines displaying few defects, a non-aligned layer sandwiched between the aligned LCN and the substrate was observed. This non-aligned layer most likely causes the haziness of the coating. BP diffusion through the coating is likely to cause Ch-LC alignment disruption during photo-polymerization, because the concentration of this non-mesogenic molecule is too high. The haziness limits these coatings for smart window applications in office buildings, for example, since the outside view would be adversely affected. However, for applications in the greenhouse industry, windows that generate more diffuse light (via forward scattering) are desired for optimal crop growth. In this case, diffuse light penetrates through the leaf canopy to the middle layers of the crop, resulting in increased photosynthesis.\textsuperscript{29}

At a fixed 75% RH, transmission spectra were taken at various temperatures to analyse the coating’s thermochromic behaviour (Fig. 6A). The central position of the widened reflection band had an approximate red shift of 400 nm upon decrease of the temperature from 30 °C to 2 °C (Fig. 6B). Note
that this temperature-triggered red shift is similar to the shift exhibited by the narrowband reflector shown in Fig. 3A. Alongside the red shift of the reflection band upon cooling, the shape of the reflection band was also affected by the temperature: upon cooling from 15 to 5 and 2 °C, the short wavelength portion of the reflection band displays an intensity reduction, due to a loss of the Ch-LC alignment.

The loss of alignment for the smaller pitches is caused by the gradient of the local cross-link density coming from the enrichment in diacrylic (resp. mono-acrylic) monomers towards the coating-substrate interface (resp. towards the coating-air interface). Due to the mono-acrylic nature of the chiral dopant, the smallest pitches are formed in the area of lower crosslink density. Therefore, these smaller pitches showed a greater decline in molecular order upon swelling with respect to the more cross-linked areas of the higher pitches.

To analyse the time needed for the coating to absorb water from the environment, the coating was rapidly cooled down from 70 °C to 5 °C and kept isothermal. Afterwards, the coating was rapidly heated to 70 °C to assess the time needed for desorption of the water present in the coating. The RH was kept constant at 75% throughout the entire cycle. Fig. 7A shows the central wavelength shifts of the broadened reflection band during the isothermal stages. In the first 10 minutes, the coating absorbs most of the water, as shown by the rapid reflection band shift from approximately 1080 to 1325 nm. After these initial 10 minutes, the reflection band slowly continues to absorb water, causing disorder in the smaller Ch-LC helix pitch, shifting therefore the central position of the reflection band further (Fig. S5† and 6A). After heating from 5 °C to 70 °C, the central wavelength recovered its original position within a few minutes. Alternating heating and cooling of the coating for at least 10 times at 75% RH shows good reversibility of the shift of the IR reflection band (Fig. 7B).

Conclusions
The successful fabrication process for humidity-gated temperature-responsive coatings using an easy-to-process bar-coating technique was reported and the working mechanism of its responsive behaviour was elucidated. At 75% RH, heating or cooling of the coatings result in a blue or red shift of the Ch-LC reflection band of a maximum of 420 nm, respectively. This temperature-responsive shift is caused by the absorbance of water vapour from the air into the coating at lower temperatures, swelling the photonic layers.

Furthermore, a Ch-LC broadband was created by diffusion of the photo-initiator from the substrate into the polymerizing coating. For these coatings, a ~400 nm band shift was obtained as well, demonstrating the ability to reflect heat at higher temperatures, while allowing heat to be transmitted through the coating at lower temperatures. These coatings are potential candidates for heat-regulating windows in climates where the humidity is higher than 60%, such as tropical environments and greenhouses. Furthermore, modifying the chiral dopant concentration to a (narrow) reflection band in the visible light, aesthetic or other humidity-gated temperature-responsive applications can be considered as well.
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